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Assessing Progress

• Progress in Implementing the Almaty GPs (sec)
• Meeting the MDG Drinking Water and Sanitation Target in the EECCA region (sec)
• Assessing the costs and benefits of WSS Improvement in EECCA (WHO)
• Assessing Progress (NGOs)
Sources of Finance

- Finance Strategies for the WSS in EECCA (sec)

Role of Central Governments

- Paper on this subject (sec)
Relations Between Local Governments and Water Utilities

- Paper on this subject (sec)
- Private sector experience (coordinated by Lloyd Martin, Severn Trent)

Other documents

- Draft Issues Paper
- Draft Joint Statement
Schedule

• **Background and Issue Paper:**
  – Comments by end June
  – Final versions distributed 16 September

• **Joint Statement**
  – Comments by end June
  – 2nd draft circulated 29 July
  – Comments by 16 September
  – 3rd draft circulated 14 October
  – Final discussion, if needed, 14 November